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The ecology of plant interactions: A giant with feet of clay

1 Competition
(1) Plants use solar photons and atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) to create sugars for
growth in a fundamental reaction: the photosynthesis (Niinemets et al. 2017). This
20

reaction happens in photosynthetic plant tissues, normally the leaves. While atmospheric
CO2 pool is so well mixed and large that competition for carbon is usually neglected,
leaves intensively compete to intercept solar light (Craine and Dybzinski 2013). By
growing their crown horizontally, plants can increase their sunlight interception area.
Plants sharing a canopy layer in closed vegetation systems are assumed to have territorial
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crowns (Purves et al. 2007). However, competition for light has a foremost vertical
component, as photons come from above and light energy available for chlorophyll
reactions is progressively reduced downwards thorough plant canopy due to shading
effect. The amount of energy available for a leaf will depend on the area of leaves above
it per surface area of ground (Jordan 1969), but not at all on the leaves beneath it. For that
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reason, competition for light is said asymmetric: Upper leaves in the vertical column get
a disproportionate share of sun energy, a phenomenon known as resource preemption
(DeMalach et al. 2016).
(2-3) Liquid water is fundamental for life as we know it, and represents 70 to 90% of
plants fresh weight (Clarke 2014). Additionally, at least 14 mineral nutrients –besides of
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carbon– are essential for plants growth (White and Brown 2010). Plants act as hydraulic
machines, they obtain most of their water and mineral nutrients from soils thorough fine
roots, and pump it to other tissues with sap (Milburn 1979). Hence, plants compete
belowground for water and nutrients through their fine roots(Cahill et al. 2010).
Generally, plants have been observed to be territorial belowground (Schenk et al. 1999,
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Ward et al. 2013), and, in competitive setups, they adjust their fine roots density to
resource availability (Gersani et al. 1998). However, because roots and soil processes are
difficult to observe, there is much less we know mechanistically about belowground
competition than about competition for light (Lux and Rost 2012). Additionally, there are
reasons to suspect that competition mechanisms are more diverse in the soil than
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aboveground. For instance, just like sunlight, precipitation water dynamics has a
dominant vertical component, as it enters the soil through the surface and progressively
infiltrates to deeper soil layers, potentially giving an asymmetric advantage to superficial
roots (Schenk 2005). Yet some plants are also known to obtain water from deep water
reservoirs (Schenk 2006). Additionally, nutrient acquisition by plant roots was
2
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conceptualized as a simple consumer-resource dynamics (Casper and Jackson 1997), yet
it has been shown that resource preemption is plausible when mineral nutrients are patchy
or episodically supplied (Schwinning and Weiner 1998). A further factor of complexity
is given by the fact that fine roots, unlike leaves, compete for several resources at the
same time, which potentially leads to complex plant responses. Plants in an experiment
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grew larger root systems as a response to water addition in nitrogen limited soils, whereas
when nitrogen was not limiting plants grew larger root systems when water was scarcer
(Farrior et al. 2013), showing complex response to resources co-limitation and providing
an excellent example of that complexity.
(4) Competition for runoff water is a particular case of resource competition that often
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goes unnoticed. Before infiltration, surface water is subjected to runoff and can spread
rapidly in the soil surface (Rietkerk et al. 2002). By modifying soil physical structure,
plants increase infiltration rates and soil moisture –see soil amelioration (10)– in
vegetated patches. Hence, they unbalance water infiltration patterns in space and
necessarily decrease infiltration in non-vegetated bare soil (Montaña 1992, Bromley et al.
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1997). Thereby, plants are competing for water in areas out of the reach of their root
systems.

2 Climate amelioration
(5) Abrasion can be defined as the destructive effect of small particles impacting a
70

physical surface at high speeds. Leaf cuticle damage caused by abrasion may have
profound impacts in plant hydraulic functioning and lead to uncontrolled losses of water
(Milburn 1979). A plant canopy can reduce abrasion via baffling wind. Protection against
wind-mediated abrasion has been reported as a positive interaction force in arid deserts
and dunes, where sand particles can be projected by strong winds, (Okin and Gillette
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2001), as well as in tundra climates, where ice crystals may cause wind-mediated
mechanical abrasion (Smith et al. 2003).
(6) Water being fundamental for plants, hydric stress is a main threat to plant survival,
and plant water losses lead to wilting and dead. Atmospheric water potential is a main
driver of plant water status. Air water potential depends on absolute air humidity and
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temperature; at higher temperature, relative humidity decreases and water is pulled
strongly. Atmospheric desiccation can pull water from leaves at a tension as high as 936
3
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bars at 20ºC when air humidity is 50% (Milburn 1979). Plants can increase atmospheric
water potential, and hence reduce water stress, by shading in hot climates (mediated by
reducing air temperature), baffling wind (mediated by reduced convective mixing with
85

external drier air), and transpirating vapor (hence increasing absolute air humidity).
Measured vertical humidity profiles have confirmed that atmospheric water potential
significantly increases within vegetation canopies (Krédl et al. 2012), which results in an
interaction force that drives positive interactions among plants (Soliveres et al. 2011).
(7) Extreme temperatures cause physiological tissue damage and can severely limit the
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growth and survival of plants, both in the cold (Pearce 2001) and the hot (Bita and Gerats
2013) ends. In snowy ecosystems, the baffling effect can buffer under-canopy extreme
cold, as snow transported by wind is trapped by plant canopy and forms igloo-like
structures that provide insulation (Sturm et al. 2001). In hot climates, extreme
temperatures are buffered by canopy shade (mediated by reduced under-canopy solid
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surfaces heat emission), and by baffling (mediated by reduced convective mixing with
external hotter air), representing an important interaction force in semiarid systems
(Sánchez-Gómez et al. 2006).
(8) Even though plants usually compete for light, when other abiotic stress limits
photosynthesis, excessive light may damage the photosynthetic apparatus and cause
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photoinhibition of photosynthesis (Powles 1984, Goh et al. 2012). By shading, canopies
can provide photoprotection to leaves and plants underneath when these are experiencing
stressful conditions. Photoprotection has been reported as a positive interaction force in
cold climates where potential productivity is limited by low temperatures (Egerton et al.
2000), and in semi-arid systems under water stress (Cuesta et al. 2010).
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3 Soil amelioration
(9) Even though all plants compete for soil mineral nutrients, they are also often able to
enrich soils. By shedding litter plants redistribute mineral nutrients extracted from rocks
located in deep soil layers and depositing them in soil surface through litter, thereby
110

fertilizing the soil (Kellman 1979). The litter of some plants able to develop nodulation
symbiosis with bacteria can also be enriched with nitrogen absorbed from the atmosphere
(Bellingham et al. 2001). Plant canopies can also enrich soils by baffling wind, trapping
atmospheric dust and increasing dry deposition (Belsky 1994). Some plants can produce
4
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root exudates that chemically stimulate the release of soil nutrients that were not available
115

to roots (Li et al. 2007). Additionally, substrate stabilization by plants hinders nutrient
losses caused by erosion (Li et al. 2009). Overall, increased soil nutrients is an important
interaction force mediating positive interactions among plants (Pugnaire et al. 2004)
(10) Plants have the potential to increase soil moisture, which also reduces plant water
stress. This effect is mediated by changes in the physical structure of the soil caused by
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root growth, shedding litter (both primary processes increase soil porosity and hence
surface water infiltration), exuding water (uptaken and transported by roots from areas
with higher water potential, by the processes known as hydraulic lift, hydraulic descent,
or lateral redistribution of water), buffering extreme temperatures (preventing water from
freezing and from evaporating), and by baffling (intercepting and condensing water from
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fog, producing canopy precipitation). Plant-mediated increase of soil moisture is a notwell understood interaction force by which some plants can benefit neighbors at a cost to
themselves (Ludwig et al. 2004).
(11) Plants need a substrate as physical support. Established plants in unstable substrates
can stabilize soils by baffling (preventing wind erosion) and by intercepting rainfall
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(diminishing the splash of rainfall water effect detaching soil particles). Substrate
stabilization is a widely acknowledged interaction force in primary succession in sand
dunes, where established plants facilitate the recruitment and success of other individuals
by preventing erosion (Eklöf et al. 2011).
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4 Other cases
(12) We have mentioned how plants decrease soil moisture by root water absorption, and
the various processes by which a plant may increase soil moisture. In addition to these
processes, plants can cause a decrease in soil water by intercepting rainfall, due to the
interception loss, i.e. the water that directly evaporates from canopy surface. Hence,
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plants can create rainfall depletion areas under their canopies, which leads to a significant
interaction force in water limited ecosystems (David et al. 2006).
(13) Plants use light to photosynthesize and hence need to escape the shade created by
canopies above it, usually by developing their own woody support (see part 2). However,
epiphyte and hemi-epiphyte (lianas) plants profit from neighbors’ woody parts to reach
5
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the canopy. Physical support should therefore be considered as a positive interaction
force in the case of lianas and epiphyte plants (Callaway et al. 2002).
(14-15) Plants can interact with their neighbors by metabolically hindering or stimulating
their growth thorough phytochemical compounds. These metabolites are released to the
soil either through shedding litter or exuded by roots. Although competition forces are
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usually assumed as the dominant negative interaction forces, allelopathy may account for
a substantial proportion of interference (Sinkkonen 2006). Growth stimulation of a plant
by metabolites exuded by neighbors has also been reported as a positive interaction force
(Rice 1986).
(16-17) Parasitic plants are a diverse group of plants that develop a particular obligatory
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trophic relationship with their hosts thorough the haustorium, a specialized invasive organ
connecting the xylem or phloem of the plant with its host (Yoshida et al. 2016). This
relationship establishes two interaction forces with the same magnitude but opposing
sign: The parasite benefits from sponging on water and nutrients in the same extent as its
host is harmed by nutritional parasitism (Press and Phoenix 2005).
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(18-21) Plants can interact indirectly, when a neighbor potentiates or hinders the
interaction of the focal plant with a third party. The third party can either be another plant
(Levine et al. 2017) or an individual of another trophic level (Lortie et al. 2016), and it
can either have a positive (ally) or negative (enemy) net interaction with the focal plant.
There are myriads or possible plant-plant indirect (or higher order) interactions, but here
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we provide four examples, one for each possible outcome. A neighboring plant can attract
an third-party ally to a plant, as it happens with magnet species with eye-catching
reproductive organs that attract pollinators to the focal plant (Ghazoul 2006). A neighbor
may repel an ally, as for instance do some invasive plants harming soil mycorrhizal
communities beneficial to native plants (Mummey and Rillig 2006). A neighbor can also
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attract an enemy, as does a nurse plant that facilitates the growth of the focal plant but
similarly facilitates competitor plants, promoting interference among them (Al-Namazi
et al. 2017). A neighbor can finally repel an enemy, as do many plants that protect their
neighbors against pests and infectious diseases (Brooker et al. 2016).
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